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se of Phonetics in India in the study of Sanskrit and the
Vega: Evas described, and the methods of indicating pitch accent
in Sanskrit (Vedic) MSS. were shown. In India . at the present
moment there is a method of expressmg tone while chanting 'the
Vedas by means of physical gestures, and these are worth studying,
as a sort of visualized or pantomimic expression of tones. ;Three
tones are recognized in Vedic—the nddtta or high, the anudatm or
low, and the smm'ta or combined use and fall. _In one system. of
tone—gestures, the head is moved up and down um front—1t being
raised for the high tone, kept in a normal p051tion for the svamta
tone, and dropped down in front for the low tone. In the second
system, the right forearm is raised for the udatta, it is dropped down
a little above the thigh for the annddrfta (the_Brahrnan chanting the
Veda squatting on the ground), and it is kept in an Intermediate p051-
tion for the svcmlm tone. In the third system, the thumb and the index
of the right hand are used for tone-gestures. The fingers are also
used in taking count of the notes in Singing the Sama Veda. Shdes
were projected to illustrate this remarkable system of tone-gestures,

'ch is extremel old. ,
Wh’l‘he second topic}:discussed was illustrated by photographs of pages
of two Chinese-Sanskrit dictionaries of the eighth century A.D., in
which the Sanskrit words written in Chmese‘fashlon, With characters
from top to bottom, have their pronunc1ation expressed by means
of Chinese characters (with Japanese kana transcriptions of the
pronunciation also added by a later Japanese editor), and by repro-
ductions of the facsimiles of the seventh—century _Sans_kr1t MSS.
preserved in Japan and studied there With transcriptions in Chinese
and Japanese kana characters as in the edltion of F. MAX MULLER

B. NAN IO. ' '
anThe thirtopic illustrated and explained a number of drawings
of the vocal organs depicting articulatlon of sounds, executedm the
traditional style in books on Arabic phonetics which are in use
among professional Qur’an chanters 1n Per51a and India. . . .

The fourth topic discussed the use of the Persran script in wntmg
down very carefully words of Hindi 1n the Bra]—bhakha dialect by an
Indian Muhammadan writer of the end of the seventeenth century
who composed a grammar and poetics and a general hterary encyclo—
paedia of Hindi in the Persian language.

4r. Mr J. R. FIRTH (London): Phonologicalfeatures of some Indian
languages.

stud of the s eech behaviour of man. is no Simple task. It
mulslfebe sliiared by Iinany sciences. Experimental phonetics for
example deals with certain aspects of a man 5. actual utterance.
Actual speech events in time can be recorded fairly completely by
means of the talking film, less completely by means of the phono-
graphic disc or steel ribbon. The apparatus of experimental phonetics .

‘ records only certain‘specific components of the speech act.
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Linguistic phonetics and phonology deal with types and classesof events. A transcriptionist makes abstraction of certain featuresonly of typical speech events and records them by means of his letters,the values of which depend on four sets of relations:(i) The relations of the symbols to the general phonetic categoriesof sound types and their attributes, categorim of similarity andidentity, and categories of difference.(ii) The actual contextual relations in any given transcription.(iii) The systematic relations between the terms or letters of analtemance.
(iv) The relations between the letters considered as an intra-linguistic schematic notation for the symbolization of any givenlanguage material.
Thus the transcriptionist does not record actual speech events inany sense. He picks out certain features of a bit of speech, decideswhat general pigeon-holes they belong to and writes down thepigeon-hole labels in a certain order, according to certain rules. Insuch acts of symbolism the particular and general meet, but therecord is nevertheless in general terms, all individuality of voice,pronunciation and tone necessarily ignored.A transcription aims at symbolizing the essentials from thetypological point of View. In order to make or use a transcriptionconsiderable technical skill is required. To begin with, the wholesystem of relations above suggested must be fully understood, andthe notation correlated with bodily performances. It would be in-teresting to have a psychologist’s analysis of all the skills requiredfor such work.
From a study of speech events then, you build up a generalizedtranscription, and in the process two sets of relations have especiallyto be studied: .
(I) The relation of the symbolized element, or letter if you like,to the type of context in which it appears, and -(2) The relations of the symbolized element to all other differentsymbolized elements that may also occur in the given type of context.Under (I) the types of context in which such letters or symbolswill appear can be listed and described. They may be describedgenerally, such as initial, final, intervocalic, or more specifically forexample by saying between initial k and final p, or say in initialposition followed by i: in a stressed syllable. ,It may be practically convenient to think of a language as havinga sound system, or phonetic structure as a whole, but this is littlemore than a sum of all the possible alternances of sounds in allcontexts. This is an ”all-over” list, and not to be confused forexample with a specific context of maximum alternance for a certainclass of sound, e.g. the context in which the maximum number ofplosives may alternate in English.1
Let us now apply these principles to Indian languages. From thelinguistic behaviour of many typical speakers of Hindi we may

1 See my article in English Studies, February 1935, and also TRUBETZKOY’SAnleimng, para. 23, “Stellung der masn‘malen Phonemunterscheidung”.
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abstractthe five typical articulations of plosives which may be sug-
gested by the symbols: p, t, t, c, k.

These five plosive articulation differences are shared by forty
substitution elements in intervocalic position. Using five common
plosive articulations the speaker of Hindi multiplies his substitution
counters by differences of voice, aspiration and length. The voice
difference adds five more terms: ' -

b! d, d.) j, g'

The aspiration difference doubles these:
, ph, th, etc.
bh, dh, etc.

And the length difference doubles these again, making forty in all.
But it is only in certain general contexts that all forty altemances

or substitutions are possible, eg. medially or intervocalically, so that
I should hesitate to make any general statement about the function
or value of any one term in the language as a whole apart from a
more or less determined context. Whereas t in intervocalic position
is one of forty plosive terms in that context, in initial position it
is one of twenty.

This use of a substitution elementin contradistinction from others
of a series I call minor function. The minor function of t in initial
position is quite different from its function in intervocalic positién.
If you like, initial 1; is a different “phoneme" from intervocalic t,
the conventions of position differentiating them in the notation.

Marathi has a maximum number of twenty plosive altemants in
initial position followed by ix or y, but of twenty—four if followed by a.
Certain dialects of Panjabi present a curious variation of this system.
In the Gujranwala dialect, before vowels beginning with a low rising
tone the plosive altemance is one of five terms only. The five articula-
tion differences are used, but no voice or aspiration differences.

Before other tones the . five articulation differences are further
differentiated by voice and aspiration, and the plosive altemance'
is constituted by five sets of three of the type p, ph, b—fifteenin all.

' The contextual distribution of retroflex sounds in Indian lan—
guages is interesting. In Sanskritic languages t, 4, th, qh may occur
in initial, intervocalic and final position, the t as we have seen being
one of a twenty-term series of substitution elements in initial position
and one of a forty-term series in intervocalic position. Contrast this

' with Tamil, a Dravidian language. So far as I have been able to
ascertain, retroflex sounds do not occur in initial position in pure
Tamil words. Initial and final retroflex t occur in a few borrowed
words only, so that in Tamil sequences t is not commonly found as
a term in inter-word sound junctions. In the common spoken Tamil
of Tinnevelly you would hear in intervocalic position the following
retroflex consonants: t (flapped sort of (1), tt, TL (flapped), rLrL, ]_
(flapped), 11, and the mid-palatal frictionless continuant J. The point
here is the reason why tt and what sounds like a flapped (1 are
grouped together by the notation tt and t. There are several reasons >
for this notation.
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First of all because of similarity of articulation the laterals
- ~ I n ’ dnasals bemg obv10usly differentiated in pairs by the length adIif— "

ference.
Secondly, because the tense voiceless sto is al

m%£i¥1dfmflar context. p tt ways longer than
y, because the differentiation of tense fairl lon voiceless

stops and.short_er_ lax homorganic flaps or fricativesl, onlyg occurs in
intervocalic p051t10n throughout the language.

Lastly, because such altemances have what I have called major
function1 in cases such as the following:

patu =I endure'
pattu =enduring
patteen=I endured
pateen =I did not endure .

Another kind of major function, lexical function,'is illustrated by:
patam =a picture
pattern = a kite

Quite similarly with tt, and t:
maatu = a woman
maattu = change

and c, and cc: .
peecu = speak
peeccu = talk .

The vowels group themselves in pairs differentiated by length
. correlation. There is no strain about that in Tamil. Compare

patu =to endure paatu =sing,
pattu =enduring paattu = a song

In Tamil, Mala alam and in Telu the len ' ' '
the simple vowelsyin pairs quite cleargfy. gth difference d1V1des

It is far otherwise with most of the Sanskritic dialects, including
Urdu. Gu]erat1 may possibly turn out to be an exception but I
doubt even that. But for Urdu, Hindi, Bengali, Marathi ' I doubt
very much whether the simple vowel qualities are further divided
by the length difference. This is one of the difficulties, not only of
phonology but of typography, I and 0 being such wretched letters
In Urdu for example between m and 1 you have mil, my] 2 me].
may], mal, mal, mol, mwl,2 mul. In this context at any rate I cannot
palr them off by the length difference. The altemance is one of quality
differences. Now let us take them in major function. f

In normal speech a in final position is the sign of the masculine i
the feminine, and e, the plural. These vowels are not long eithef
actually or relatively: ata, ati, ate, mera, meri, mere. ‘

Again by yet another ma'or function I se ' '
i.e. in the “passives”: ] ’ e no system 0f pairing,

1 See my article, ”Use (1 D' tri ‘ ‘ - u .
Studies, February 1935. 311 IS hution of Certain English Sounds, English

‘ y and w are more open than i and u and centralized.

12-2
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pisna = to grind chedna = to pierce
pysna=to be ground chydna=to be pierced

Here you will notice two altemances with y: i and y, and e and y,
and'just as y alternates in this function w1th both 1 and e, so w

alternates with u and o:
guthna =to plait
gwthna =to be plaited
kholna =to open
khwlna =to be open

Cf. also katna =to out
katna =t0 be cut

I have mentioned the major function of alternances. I suppose
in Hindi and Urdu the commonest vowel altemances are those above
mentioned, and to them I would add otherflsubstltution elements

differentiated by nasalization:
'1‘ fem. plural,
5. in particles,
1": Ist person singular.

There are also other pairs:
ay. at; a. 5. _

Other common morphological alternances are the dental t and n
in verbs, e.g. kama, karta, and in initial posrtion 1n particles y and
v, j and k. _ _ .

In the matter of the nasalization difference in vowels, Marath1 1s
a special case. It has nothing like the functional importance of
nasalization in Urdu, Hindi or Gujerati. _

Nasals and nasalization in the Sanskritic languages raise funda—
mental questions of phonetic and phonological theory, and also
problems for Roman transcription. Let us take Marathi for mstance.
In initial position only two nasal consonants can be used, n and_m.
In final position there is a three—term nasal_alterna.nce, but im—
mediately preceding another consonant, espec1a1ly stops, only one
is possible, the nasal homorganic With the followmg consonant. In
these contexts there is no alternance, only a spec1fic and umque
nasal, homorganic with the following consonant. Of these I have
noted at least eight, alveolar n before ts, dental n before dental
t, d, and similarly retroflex rL, palato-alveolar nasal, velar nasal,
bilabial, labio—dental, and a sort of nasal w. In transcription I_should
use the letter n to symbolize the initial n usedm contradlstmction
from In only, also for the final 11 which. functlons in a_ three—term
alternance and again for the specific unique homorganic nasal on—
glides before ts, t, d, and perhaps even all the rest. But I should not
thereby identify all these 11 sounds as linguistically and functlonally
the same element or unit. Indeed, they cannot be so identlfied. The
homorganic nasal on-glides to the stops could be represented by a
separate nasal symbol such as ~, but that is not really necessary.
Surely we are free to use the same letter Without being compelled
to concoct a rationalized ”derivation” from the letter in the shape

common plural,
dat. plural,O:

m

\
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of a phoneme theory. Similarity of sound is no safe guide to func—
tional identity, though it may serve as the basis of practical tran—
scription symbols. There are not eight nasal “ phonemes” in Marathi.
We might possibly say there are three, though I should prefer to say
that the sounds we symbolize by n and m, for example, constitute
the total nasal alternance in initial position, but only two out of
three terms in final position, whilst they both serve also as unique
homorganic on-glides.

The actual mechanism and act of utterance of n, for example,
in each of the three cases would be different. They would actually
be slightly different sounds, and their minor function would also be
different. Though writing them with the same symbol on practical
phonetic grounds, I should not identify them in any other way.
That they are the same ”phoneme” is the very last thing I should
say. In Tamil in initial position three nasals may alternate, in inter—
vocalic position four, some say five, but there are seven contextually
specific nasal on-glides. These are unique terms, and do not function
in any alternance. That is to say in the context in which each one
occurs the articulation difference does not function. What functions
is merely the broad nasalization difference.

There are certain noteworthy phonological differences which func-
tion in altemances in certain parts of India only. First of all the
characteristic “implosives” of Sindhi and Western Panjabi and
certain dialects of Gujerati. There is also the very strongly marked
differentiation of unaspirated and aspirated plosives by a parallel
and correlated laryngeal difference in Marathi and also in certain
‘Western Panjabi dialects. The voiceless plosives and even affricates
are often ejective in Marathi. There is certainly some glottal and
perhaps also pharyngeal difference parallel with the aspiration dif-
ference in such languages.

Even more interesting is what may be called the phonation
difference which I first noticed in the Nowshera Tahsil of the Shahpur
district in I925. I have since noticed a similar phonation difference
in Gujerati as spoken by Indians from Surat. This phonation dif-
ference separates pairs of words. That is to say it differentiates the
terms of an alternance. The vowel qualities thus affected are pro-
nounced (i) with breathy phonation, (ii) with what I have called
“tight” phonation. Thus in Surati Gujerati:

Tight phonation Breathy phonation
k5. =why kah = where
mel = dirt mehl =palace
koq = longing, desire, zest kohd, = leprosy
karo =do karoh =wall of a house
j'er =two pounds weight j‘ehr =city
kayfi= which kahyfi=I said
avfi? = shall I come? ahvfi? = like this .9

And many others.
Perhaps the most important of all phonological investigations is

the study of intonational alternances differentiating otherwise similar
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sequences of sounds. For example, the followingsequence of sounds
andtvgprds 1n Gujeratl without intonation means very little. It is
neu r 2

vandro betho che.

But_if we consider the following intonation alternances, paying
spec1a1 attentlon to the intonation difference, we make some sort
of translation possible.

vandro betho che.

1.. _ __ _ — ‘\ [statement]

The monkey is sitting down,

2, _ I— _ —- -‘-/ [question]

Is the-monkey sitting down?

3, ----i _ ‘V— :— [surprise]

Is—the monkey'sitting down?
-— d

4‘ — —
Is it the monkey that is sitting there?

5. ._ — ._' "- ,
Is the monkey sitting there?

“The intonation examples just given serve to remind us what a
h1ghly_ abstract proceeding an alphabetic transcription of speech
behav1our really is. And it is only by means of a thorough theoretical
understanding of the principles and methods of the technique that
we can make scientific use of such records.

In conclusion may I say that the features and examples selected
for comment are intended to raise questions of general theoretical
interest and to establish certain general principles for Indian phono—
ogy.

42. Dr T. GRAHAME BAILEY (London): The four-fold consonant
system in Kashmiri.

[a is a high unrounded neutral vowel; when used finally without
addmg a syllable, it is inherent in the previous consonant.

3 15 a low vowel of the same type, not used finally. w means that
the prev10us consonant is velarized, and y that it is palatalized]

Anyone seemg Kashmiri (kAj‘miri) written in Roman letters and
noticmg the numerous tiny vowels written above the line must
wonder what they are and how they are pronounced, and must be
bewfldered to be told that many of them are inaudible to non—
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Kashmiri ears. It reminds us of the high-pitched musical notes
which scientists tell‘us human ears cannot hear, though cats’ ears can.

It is about these tiny vowels that I wish to make a few remarks
to—day. In some languages the great majority of words have a
vocalic ending, in others the last sound is generally consonantal.
Italian belongs to the former class, while the closely allied French
belongs to the latter. Often the vocalic endings indicate gender and
number. Thus, to take Indian languages, in Hindi, Urdu, Panjabi,

Lahndi and others, -a is a common masc. sing. ending, changing
to -e for the masc. pl., —i for the fem. sing, and -i or 45 for the fem. pl.

Kashmiri, however, prefers consonantal endings. The final vowels

have been taken into the last consonant, but whereas in French they

do not as a rule affect the final consonant, in Kashmiri the consonant
so to speak, absorbs the Vowel, and is velarized, palatalized, central-

ized or left neutral. This at least is the theory. In this way the -a
ending just mentioned becomes -0, —e becomes —i, and —i becomes -a

(for the sing), but the noteworthy point is that these vowels are
part of the consonant; they are not separate vowels. Let us take
khux’e, he feared. In Urdu, if it existed, it would be khutsa, he feared ;
khutse, they feared; khutsi, she feared ;' khuts'i, they feared (fem).
In Kashmiri we have khuxtsw, he feared; khuz’sy, they feared; khuxts,
she feared. Similarly suxzw, sent; masc. pl. suxzy; fem. sing. suxz.
(There are slight vowel changes accompanying the changes in the
consonants.) ‘

Let us compare this state of affairs with what we have in English.
Our final plosives in English, including affricates, are generally fol—
lowed by a slight vowel emission, voiced or unvoiced. Our fricatives
are often treated in the same way; they may have a vowel inherent
in- them. Thus our words world, look, whifi”, rove, to mention only
four, end in a short neutral vowel, as most of our words do; the vowel

is not always the same. We do not consider that this tiny vowel
adds a syllable to the word. In the same way these Kashmiri vowels
do not add a syllable, they are part of the consonant.

In English this vowel is generally neutral and has no semantic
significance. In exceptional cases we get a velar or palatalized vowel.
Thus we may encourage a sawyer by saying puj'w pulw, pujw pulw,
or call a cat by saying either pusw pusw posw or pusy pusy pusy.
This last is quite different from p05! p05! pusr. Kashmiri theoretically
has four of these vowel endings, of which one is more correctly an

absence of ending, almost the same as in English. But the Kashmiri
endings are semantically significant.

The velar ending is always masc. sing, the palatalized ending is
often, but not always, masc. pl. The centralized ending (a tiny a)
is generally fem. sing. The neutral ending, closely resembling the
English one, has no significance. '

Examples: phokw, shoulder; pl. phyeky (one syllable); newvw,
son; p1. necrvy (two syllables), sons; abl. sing. necrvr (three syllables);
gorw, horse; pl. gory (one syllable), horses; gurr, abl. sing; gore (one
syllable), mare. There is a good deal of vowel and even consonant
harmony connected with these endings.




